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Abstract—This extended paper presents 1) a novel hierarchy
and recursion extension to the process tree model; and 2)
the first, recursion aware process model discovery technique
that leverages hierarchical information in event logs, typically
available for software systems. This technique allows us to
analyze the operational processes of software systems under reallife conditions at multiple levels of granularity. The work can be
positioned in-between reverse engineering and process mining.
An implementation of the proposed approach is available as a
ProM plugin. Experimental results based on real-life (software)
event logs demonstrate the feasibility and usefulness of the
approach and show the huge potential to speed up discovery
by exploiting the available hierarchy.
Keywords-Reverse Engineering; Process Mining; Recursion
Aware Discovery; Event Log; Hierarchical Event Log; Process
Discovery; Hierarchical Discovery; Hierarchical Modeling

I. I NTRODUCTION
System comprehension, analysis, maintenance, and evolution are largely dependent on information regarding the
structure, behavior, operation, and usage of software systems.
To understand the operation and usage of a system, one has
to observe and study the system “on the run”, in its natural,
real-life production environment. To understand and maintain
the (legacy) behavior when design and documentation are
missing or outdated, one can observe and study the system in a
controlled environment using, for example, testing techniques.
In both cases, advanced algorithms and tools are needed to
support a model driven reverse engineering and analysis of
the behavior, operation, and usage. Such tools should be able
to support the analysis of performance (timing), frequency
(usage), conformance and reliability in the context of a behavioral backbone model that is expressive, precise and fits the
actual system. This way, one obtains a reliable and accurate
understanding of the behavior, operation, and usage of the
system, both at a high-level and a fine-grained level.
The above design criteria make process mining a good
candidate for the analysis of the actual software behavior.
Process mining techniques provide a powerful and mature way
to discover formal process models and analyze and improve
these processes based on event log data from the system [46].
Event logs show the actual behavior of the system, and could
be obtained in various ways, like, for example, instrumentation
techniques. Numerous state of the art process mining techniques are readily available and can be used and combined
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through the Process Mining Toolkit ProM [53]. In addition,
event logs are backed by the IEEE XES standard [22], [53].
Typically, the run-time behavior of a system is large and
complex. Current techniques usually produce flat models that
are not expressive enough to master this complexity and are
often difficult to understand. Especially in the case of software
systems, there is often a hierarchical, possibly recursive,
structure implicitly reflected by the behavior and event logs.
This hierarchical structure can be made explicit and should be
used to aid model discovery and further analysis.
In this paper, we 1) propose a novel hierarchy and recursion
extension to the process tree model; and 2) define the first,
recursion aware process model discovery technique that leverages hierarchical information in event logs, typically available
for software systems. This technique allows us to analyze
the operational processes of software systems under real-life
conditions at multiple levels of granularity. In addition, the
proposed technique has a huge potential to speed up discovery
by exploiting the available hierarchy. An implementation of
the proposed algorithms is made available via the Statechart
plugin for ProM [30]. The Statechart workbench provides an
intuitive way to discover, explore and analyze hierarchical
behavior, integrates with existing ProM plugins and links back
to the source code in Eclipse.
This paper is organized as follows (see Figure 1). Section II
positions the work in existing literature. Section III presents
formal definitions of the input (event logs) and the proposed
novel hierarchical process trees. In Section IV, we discuss
how to obtain an explicit hierarchical structure. Two proposed
novel, hierarchical process model discovery techniques are
explained in Section V. In Section VI, we show how to filter,
annotate, and visualize our hierarchical process trees. The
approach is evaluated in Section VII using experiments and
a small demo. Section VIII concludes the paper.

Fig. 1.

Outline of the paper and our discovery approach.
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Formal semantics are available for UML SD variants.
Aligning an event log and a process model enables advanced performance,
frequency, and conformance analysis, as described in [2], [35].
3 Various log-based process metrics have been defined which capture different
notions of frequency, significance, and correlation [21].
4 The hierarchy is based on anonymous clusters in the resulting model [21].

II. R ELATED W ORK
Substantial work has been done on constructing models
from software or example behavior in a variety of research
domains. This section presents a brief comparison of various
approaches and focuses mainly on the design criteria from the
introduction. That is, the approach and tools should provide
a behavioral backbone model that is expressive, precise and
fits the actual system, and ideally should be able to support
at least performance (timing) and frequency (usage) analysis.
Table I summarizes the comparison.
A. Groups and Criteria for Comparison
We have divided the related work into four groups. Static
Analysis utilizes static artifacts like source code files. Dynamic
Analysis utilizes runtime information through instrumentation
or tracing interfaces like debuggers. Grammar Inference relies
on example behavior in the form of abstract symbol sequences.

Interact.
Collab.
SD, AD
SD

The hierarchy is based on abstraction patterns over events [24], [25].
The hierarchy is based on discovered relations over extra data in the event log.
The hierarchy is based on the hierarchical information in the event log.
8 Recursion is detectable as a cycle, but without performance analysis support.
9 Only tail recursion is supported.
* Hierarchical process tree, as introduced in Definition III.3.

Process Mining relies on events logs and is in that sense a more
implementation or platform agnostic approach.
For the comparison on design criteria, we define three sets
of features. Firstly, a precise and fit model should: a) have
formal execution semantics, and b) the underlying discovery
algorithm should either guarantee or allow the user to control the model quality. The quality of a model is typically
measured in terms of metrics like fitness and precision, but
other qualities (e.g., simplicity and generalization) can also
be considered [46]. Fitness expresses the part of the log (c.q.
system behavior) that is represented by the model; precision
expresses the behavior in the model that is present in the
log (c.q. system behavior). Secondly, the model should be
used as the backbone for further analysis. At the very least,
frequency (usage) and performance (timing) analysis should
be supported. In addition, the analysis should be (statistically)
significant, and hence the technique should be able to aggregate information over multiple execution runs. Thirdly, the

model should be expressive and be able to capture the type
of behavior encountered in software system cases. Not only
should branching behavior like choices (e.g., if-then-else) and
loops (e.g., foreach, iterators) be supported, but also hierarchy
and recursion. Furthermore, for hierarchies, meaningful names
for the different submodels are also important.

logs: “flat” event logs (our input), and hierarchical event logs
(used during discovery). Finally, in Subsection III-C and III-D,
we will discuss the process tree model and our novel extension:
hierarchical process trees. Throughout this paper, we will be
using the program given in Listing 1 as a running example,
and assume we can log the start and end of each method.

B. Discussion of the Related Work
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In general, static and symbolic analysis of software has
difficulty capturing the actual, dynamic behavior; especially in
the case of dynamic types (e.g., inheritance, dynamic binding,
exception handling) and jumps. In these cases, it is often
favorable to observe the actual system for the behavior. Since
static techniques either unfold or do not explore function calls,
they lack support for recursive behavior. In addition, because
these techniques only look at static artifacts, they lack any
form of timing or usage analysis.
In the area of dynamic analysis, the focus is on obtaining
a rich but flat control flow model. A lot of effort has been
put in enriching models with more accurate choice and loop
information, guards, and other predicates. However, notions
of recursion or preciseness of models, or application of these
models, like for analysis, seems to be largely ignored. The
few approaches that do touch upon performance or frequency
analysis ([1], [17], [20]) do so with models lacking formal
semantics or model quality guarantees.
In contrast to dynamic analysis techniques, grammar inference approaches are actively looking for repeating sub patterns
(i.e., sources for hierarchies). The used grammars have a strong
formal basis. However, in the grammar inference domain,
abstract symbols are assumed as input, and the notion of
branching behavior (e.g., loops) or analysis is lost.
In the area of process mining, numerous techniques have
been proposed. These techniques have strong roots in Petri
nets, model conversions, and alignment-based analysis [2],
[35] Process mining techniques yield formal models directly
usable for advanced performance, frequency and conformance
analysis. There are only a few techniques in this domain
that touch upon the subject of hierarchies. In [21], [25], a
hierarchy of anonymous clusters is created based on behavioral
abstractions. The hierarchy of anonymous clusters in [15]
is based on functional and inclusion dependency discovery
techniques over extra data in the event log. None of these
techniques yields named submodels or supports recursion.
Process mining techniques rely on event logs for their input.
These event logs can easily be obtained via the same techniques used by dynamic analysis for singular and distributed
systems [34]. Example techniques include, but are not limited
to, Java Agents, Javassist [13], [14], AspectJ [19], AspectC++
[42], AOP++ [57] and the TXL preprocessor [16].
III. D EFINITIONS
Before we explain the proposed discovery techniques, we
first introduce the definitions for our input and internal
representation. We start with some preliminaries in Subsection III-A. In Subsection III-B we introduce two types of event

public class Main {
public static void main(int argument) {
A inst = input(argument);
inst.process(argument);
output();
}
private static A input(int i) { ... }
private static void output() { ... }
}
class A {
public void process(int i) { ... }
}
class B extends A {
public void process(int i) {
if (i <= 0) {
super.process(i);
} else {
stepPre();
process(i - 1);
stepPost();
}
}
private void stepPre() { ... }
private void stepPost() { ... }
}

Listing 1.

Running example program code, logged at the method level.

A. Preliminaries
1) Multisets: We denote the set of all multisets over some
set A as B(A). Note that the ordering of elements in a multiset
is irrelevant.
2) Sequences: Given a set X, a sequence over X of
length n is denoted as h a1 , . . . , an i ∈ X ∗ . We define
h a1 , . . . , an i [i] = ai . The empty sequence is denoted as ε.
Note that the ordering of elements in a sequence is relevant.
We write · to denote sequence concatenation, for example:
h a i · h b i = h a, b i , and h a i · ε = h a i. We write xi to
denote sequence (tail) projection, where h a1 , a2 , . . . , an i i =
h ai , . . . , an i. For example: h a, b i 0 = h a, b i, h a, b i 1 =
h b i, and h a, b i 2 = ε. We write  to denote sequence interleaving (shuffle). For example: h a, b ih c, d i = { h a, b, c, d i ,
h a, c, b, d i , h a, c, d, b i , h c, a, b, d i , h c, a, d, b i , h c, d, a, b i }.
B. Event Logs
1) “Flat” Event Logs: The starting point for any process
mining technique is an event log, a set of events grouped
into traces, describing what happened when. Each trace corresponds to an execution of a process; typically representing
an example run in a software context. Various attributes may
characterize events, e.g., an event may have a timestamp,
correspond to an activity, denote a start or end, reference a
line number, is executed by a particular process or thread, etc.
2) Hierarchical Event Logs: A hierarchical event log extends on a “flat” event log by assigning multiple activities to
events; each activity describes what happened at a different
level of granularity. We assume a “flat” event log as input.
Based on this input, we will create a hierarchical event log for

discovery. For the sake of clarity, we will ignore most event
attributes, and use sequences of activities directly, as defined
below.
Definition III.1 (Hierarchical Event Log):
∗
Let A be a set of activities. Let L ∈ B((A∗ ) ) be a
hierarchical event log, a multiset of traces. A trace t ∈ L,
∗
with t ∈ (A∗ ) , is a sequence of events. Each event x ∈ t,
∗
with x ∈ A , is described by a sequence of activities, stating
which activity was executed at each level in the hierarchy. y
Consider, for example, the hierarchical event log L =
[ h h g, a i , h g, b i , h c i i ]. This log has one trace, where the
first event is labeled h g, a i, the second event is labeled
h g, b i, and the third event is labeled h c i. For the sake of
readability, we will use the following shorthand notation:
L = [ h g.a, g.b, c i ]. In this example log, we have two levels
in our hierarchy: the longest event label has length 2, notation:
kLk = 2. Complex behavior, like choices, loops and parallel
(interleaved) behavior, is typically represented in an event log
via multiple (sub)traces, showing the different execution paths.
We write the following to denote hierarchy concatenation:
f. h g.a, g.b, c i = h f.g.a, f.g.b, f.c i. We generalize concatenation to hierarchical logs: f.L = [ f.t | t ∈ L ].
We extend sequence projection to hierarchical traces and
logs, such that a fixed length prefix is removed for all events:
h g.a, g.b, c i ∗0 = h g.a, g.b, c i, h g.a, g.b, c i ∗1 = h a, b i,
h g.a, g.b, c i ∗2 = ε. For logs: L∗i = [ t∗i | t ∈ L ].
In Table II, an example hierarchical trace is shown. Here,
we used the class plus method name as activities. While
generating logs, one could also include the full package
name (i.e., a canonical name), method parameter signature (to
distinguish overloaded methods), and more.
C. Process Trees
In this subsection, we introduce process trees as a notation
to compactly represent block-structured models. An important
property of block-structured models is that they are sound by
construction; they do not suffer from deadlocks, livelocks, and
other anomalies. In addition, process trees are tailored towards
process discovery and have been used previously to discover
block-structured workflow nets [35]. A process tree describes
a language; an operator describes how the languages of its
subtrees are to be combined.
Definition III.2 (Process Tree):
We formally define process trees recursively.
We assume a
N
finite alphabet A of activities and a set
of operators to be
given. Symbol τ ∈
/ A denotes the silent activity.
• a with a ∈ (A ∪ { τ }) is a process tree;
• Let P1 , . . . , Pn with n > 0 be process trees and let ⊗ ∈
N
be a process tree operator, then ⊗(P1 , . . . , Pn ) is a
process tree.
We consider the following operators for process trees:
→ denotes the sequential execution of all subtrees
× denotes the exclusive choice between one of the subtrees
denotes the structured loop of loop body P1 and alternative loop back paths P2 , . . . , Pn (with n ≥ 2)
∧ denotes the parallel (interleaved) execution of all subtrees
y

To describe the semantics of process trees, the language of a
process tree P is defined using a recursive monotonic function
L(P ), where each operator ⊗ has a language join function ⊗l :
L(a) = { h a i } for a ∈ A
L(τ ) = { ε }
L(⊗(P1 , . . . , Pn )) = ⊗l (L(P1 ), . . . , L(Pn ))

Each operator has its own language join function ⊗l . The
language join functions below are borrowed from [35], [46]:
→l (L1 , . . . , Ln ) = { t1 · . . . · tn | ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n : ti ∈ Li }
S
×l (L1 , . . . , Ln ) = 1≤i≤n Li
(L1 , . . . , Ln ) = { t1 · t01 · t2 · t02 · . . . · tm−1 · t0m−1 · tm
S
| ∀ i : ti ∈ L1 , t0i ∈ 2≤j≤n Lj }

∧l (L1 , . . . , Ln ) = t0 ∈ (t1  . . .  tn ) ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n : ti ∈ Li
l

Example process trees and their languages:
L(→(a, ×(b, c))) =
L(∧(a, b)) =
L(∧(a, →(b, c)) =
L( (a, b)) =

{ h a, b i , h a, c i }
{ h a, b i , h b, a i }
{ h a, b, c i , h b, a, c i , h b, c, a i }
{ h a i , h a, b, a i , h a, b, a, b, a i , . . . }

D. Hierarchical Process Trees
We extend the process tree representation to support hierarchical and recursive behavior. We add a new tree operator to
represent a named submodel, and add a new tree leaf to denote
a recursive reference. Figure 2 shows an example model.
Definition III.3 (Hierarchical Process Tree):
We formally define hierarchical process trees recursively. We
assume a finite alphabet A of activities to be given.
• Any process tree is also a hierarchical process tree;
• Let P be a hierarchical process tree, and f ∈ A, then
Of (P ) is a hierarchical process tree that denotes the
named subtree, with name f and subtree P ;
• Mf with f ∈ A is a hierarchical process tree. Combined
with a named subtree operator Of , this leaf denotes the
point where we recurse on the named subtree. See also
the language definition below.
y
The semantics of hierarchical process trees are defined
by extending the language function L(P ). A recursion at a
leaf Mf is ‘marked’ in the language, and resolved at the level
of the first corresponding named submodel Of . Function ψfl
‘scans’ a single symbol and resolves for marked recursive calls
(see ψfl (Mf )). Note that via ψfl , the language Olf is defined
recursively and yields a hierarchical, recursive language.
L(Mf ) = { h Mf i } for f ∈ A
Olf (L) = { f.(t01 · . . . · t0n ) | h x1 , . . . , xn i ∈ L,
∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n : t0i ∈ ψfl (xi ) } for f ∈ A
where ψfl (ε) = { ε }
ψfl (Mf ) = Olf (L) for f ∈ A
ψfl (Mg ) = { h Mg i } for g 6= f ∧ g ∈ A
n
o
ψfl (a.x) = a.(t0 ) t0 ∈ ψfl (x) for a ∈ A, x ∈ A∗

Example hierarchical process trees and their languages:
L(Of (→(a, b)) = { h f.a, f.b i }
L(Of (→(a, Og (b))) = { h f.a, f.g.b i }
L(Of (×(→(a, Mf ), b)) = { h f.b i , h f.a, f.f.b i ,
h f.a, f.f.a, f.f.f.b i , . . . }
L(Of (Og (×(a, Mf ))) = { h f.g.a i , h f.g.f.g.a i ,
h f.g.f.g.f.g.a i , . . . }
L(Of (Og (×(a, Mf , Mg ))) = { h f.g.a i , h f.g.g.a i , h f.g.f.g.a i ,
h f.g.f.g.g.a i , h f.g.g.f.g.a i , . . . }

Main.main()
Main.input() B.process()

Main.output()

Legend
start event
end event

B.stepPre() B.process() B.stepPost()
A.process()
Fig. 3. A trace from the event log corresponding to logging the methods
in the program in Listing 1, depicted as intervals. By using the Nested Call
heuristics, a hierarchical event log can be constructed from contained intervals,
see also Table II. For example, B.process() is contained in Main.main().
TABLE II
A SINGLE TRACE IN AN EXAMPLE EVENT LOG CORRESPONDING TO THE
PROGRAM IN L ISTING 1 AND THE INTERVALS IN F IGURE 3. E ACH
COLUMN IS ONE EVENT, AND EACH ROW A LEVEL IN THE HIERARCHY.

OMain.main()
→
Main.input()

OB.process()

Main.output()

Main.main()

Main.main()

Main.main()

Main.main()

Main.main()

Main.input()

B.process()

B.process()

B.process()

Main.output()

B.process()

B.stepPost()

B.stepPre()

×

A.process()

A.process()

→

B.stepPre()

MB.process()

B.stepPost()

Fig. 2. The hierarchical process tree model corresponding to the hierarchical
event log with the trace from Table II. Note that we modeled the recursion
at B.process() explicitly.

IV. H EURISTICS FOR H IERARCHY
To go from “flat” event logs (our input) to hierarchical
event logs (used during discovery), we rely on transformation heuristics. In the typical software system case, we will
use the Nested Calls heuristic, but our implementation also
provides other heuristics for different analysis scenarios. We
will discuss three of these heuristics for hierarchy next.
1) Nested Calls captures the “executions call stacks”.
Through the use of the life-cycle attribute (start-end), we
can view flat event logs as a collection of intervals, and
use interval containment to build our hierarchy. In Figure 3, a trace from the event log corresponding to the
program in Listing 1 is depicted as intervals. Table II
shows the corresponding “nested calls” hierarchical event
log trace. 2) Structured Names captures the static structure or “architecture” of the software source code. By
splitting activities like “package.class.method()” on “.” into
h package, class, method() i, we can utilize the designed hierarchy in the code as a basis for discovery. 3) Attribute
Combination is a more generic approach, where we can
combine several attributes associated with events in a certain
order. For example, some events are annotated with a highlevel and a low-level description, like an interface or protocol
name plus a specific function or message/signal name.
V. M ODEL D ISCOVERY
A. Discovery Framework
Our techniques are based on the Inductive miner framework
for discovering process treeNmodels. This framework is described in [35]. Given a set
of process tree operators, [35]

defines a framework to discover models using a divide and
conquer approach. Given a log L, the framework searches for
possible splits of L into sublogs L1 , . . . , Ln , such that these
logs combined with an operator ⊗ can (at least) reproduce L
again. It then recurses on the corresponding sublogs and
returns the discovered submodels. Logs with empty traces or
traces with a single activity form the base cases for this framework. Note that the produced model can be a generalization
of the log; see for example the language of the structured loop
( ). In Table III, an example run of the framework is given.
TABLE III
E XAMPLE D ISCOVERY ON THE LOG [ h a, b, d i , h a, c, d, e, d i ]. T HE ROWS
ILLUSTRATE HOW THE DISCOVERY PROGRESSES . T HE HIGHLIGHTS
INDICATE THE SUBLOGS USED , AND RELATE THEM TO THE
CORRESPONDING PARTIAL MODEL THAT IS DISCOVERED .
Step
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We present two adaptations of the framework described
above: one for hierarchy (Naı̈ve Discovery, Subsection V-B),
and one for recursions (Recursion Aware Discovery, Subsection V-C). Our adaptations maintain the termination guarantee,
perfect fitness guarantee, language rediscoverability guarantee,

and the polynomial runtime complexity from [35]. The details
of the above guarantees and runtime complexity for our adaptations are detailed in Subsection V-D. In our implementation,
we rely on the (in)frequency based variant to enable the
discovery of an 80/20 model, see also Subsection VI-A.
B. Naive Discovery
We generalize the above approach to also support hierarchy
by providing the option to split hierarchical event logs and use
hierarchical sequence projection.
Using our generalized discovery framework, we define a
naive realization associated with the named subtree operator Of , and a slightly modified base case. The details are given
in Algorithm 1. In Table IV, an example run is given.
This algorithmic variant is best suited for cases where
recursion does not make much sense, for example, when we
are using a hierarchical event log based on structured packageclass-method name hierarchies.

collected during discovery are associated with a context path,
notation L(C). This approach is able to deal with complex
recursions (see examples at the end) and overloaded methods
(see the activity naming discussion in Section III-B2). In
Table V, the current context path C at each step is shown.
TABLE IV
E XAMPLE NAIVE D ISCOVERY ON THE LOG [ h f.a, f.f.b i ]. T HE ROWS
ILLUSTRATE HOW THE DISCOVERY PROGRESSES . T HE HIGHLIGHTS
INDICATE THE SUBLOGS USED , AND RELATE THEM TO THE
CORRESPONDING PARTIAL MODEL THAT IS DISCOVERED .
Step Discovered Model
Of

1

Below are some more example logs and the models discovered. Note that with this naive approach, the recursion in the
last example is not discovered.
Naive([ h f.a, f.b i , h f.c i ]) = Of (Naive([ h a, b i , h c i ]))
= Of (×(→(a, b), c))
Naive([ h f.a, f.g.f.b i ]) = Of (Naive([ h a, g.f.b i ]))
= Of (→(a, Naive([ h g.f.b i ])))
= Of (→(a, Og (Of (b))))
Naive([ h f.a i , h f i ]) = Of (Naive([ h a i , ε ]))
= Of (×(a, τ ))

C. Recursion Aware Discovery
In order to successfully detect recursion, we make some
subtle but important changes. We rely on two key notions:
1) a context path, and 2) delayed discovery. Both are explained
below, using the example shown in Table V.
This algorithmic variant is best suited for cases where
recursion makes sense, for example, when we are using an
event log based on the Nested Calls hierarchy (Section IV).
To detect recursion, we need to keep track of the named
subtrees from the root to the current subtree. We call the
sequence of activities on such a path the context path, notation C ∈ A∗ . The idea is that whenever we discover a named
subtree Of , and we encounter another activity f somewhere in
the sublogs, we can verify this recursion using f ∈ C. Sublogs

Sublog View
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Algorithm 1: Naive Discovery (Naive)
Input: A hierarchical event log L
Output: A hierarchical process tree P such that L fits P
Description: Extended framework, using the named subtree operator Of .
N aive(L)
(1)
if ∀ t ∈ L : t = ε
(2)
return τ // the log is empty or only contains empty traces
(3)
else if ∃ f ∈ A : ∀ t ∈ L : t = h f i
(4)
return f // the log only has a single low-level activity
(5)
else if ∃ f ∈ A : (∀ x ∈ t ∈ L : x[1] = f ) ∧ (∃ x ∈ t ∈ L : |x| > 1)
(6)
// all events start with f , and there is a lower level in the hierarchy
(7)
return Of (Naive(L∗
1 ))
(8)
else
(9)
// normal framework cases, based on the tree semantics (Def. III.2)
(10)
Split L into into sublogs L1 , . . . , Ln , such that:
(11)
∃ ⊗ ∈ { →, ×, , ∧ } : L ⊆ ⊗l (L1 , . . . , Ln ) // see [35]
(12)
return ⊗(Naive(L1 ), . . . , Naive(Ln ))

Event Log

Of
→
3

Of

a

b
TABLE V
E XAMPLE R ECURSION AWARE D ISCOVERY ON THE LOG [ h f.a, f.f.b i ]
T HE ROWS ILLUSTRATE HOW THE DISCOVERY PROGRESSES . T HE
HIGHLIGHTS INDICATE THE SUBLOGS USED , AND RELATE THEM TO THE
CORRESPONDING PARTIAL MODEL THAT IS DISCOVERED .
Step Discovered Model
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Sublog View
L=
[ h f.a, f.f.b i ]
(Context C = ε)
L(h f i) =
[ h a, f.b i ]
(Context C = h f i)
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×
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f
f
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L(h f i) =
[ h a, f.b i , h b i ]
(Context C = h f i)

Mf

Let’s have a closer look at steps 2 and 3 in Table V. Note
how the same subtree is discovered twice. In step 2, we detect
the recursion. And in step 3, we use the sublog after the
recursion part as an additional set of traces. The idea illustrated
here is that of delayed discovery. Instead of immediately
discovering the subtree for a named subtree Of , we delay
that discovery. The corresponding sublog is associated with
the current context path. For each context path, we discover
a model for the associated sublog. During this discovery,
the sublog associated with that context path may change. If
that happens, we run that discovery again on the extended

sublog. Afterwards, we insert the partial models under the
corresponding named subtrees operators.
Algorithm 2 details the recursion aware discovery algorithm; it uses Algorithm 3 for a single discovery run. In the
example of Table V, we first discover on the complete log
with the empty context path (Alg. 2, line 2). In step 1, we
encounter the named subtree Of , and associate L(h f i) =
[ h a, f.b i ], for context path C = h f i (Alg. 3, line 12). In
step 2, we start discovery on C = h f i using the sublog
L(h f i) (Alg. 2, line 5). In this discovery, we encounter the
recursion f ∈ C, and add [ h b i ] to the sublog, resulting in
L(h f i) = [ h a, f.b i , h b i ] (Alg. 3, line 8). Finally, in step 3,
we rediscover for C = h f i, now using the extended sublog
(Alg. 2, line 5). In this discovery run, no sublog changes
anymore. We insert the partial models under the corresponding
named subtrees operators (Alg. 2, line 9) and return the result.
Algorithm 2: Recursion Aware Discovery (RAD)
Input: A hierarchical event log L
Output: A hierarchical process tree P such that L fits P
Description: Extended framework, using the named subtree and recursion operators.
RAD(L)
(1)
// discover root model using the full event log (C = ε)
(2)
root = RADrun(L, ε)
(3)
// discover the submodels using the recorded sublogs (C 6= ε)
(4)
Let model be an empty map, relating context paths to process trees
(5)
while ∃ C ∈ A∗ : L(C) changed do model(C) = RADrun(L(C), C)
(6)
// glue the partial models model(C) and root model root together
(7)
foreach node P in process tree root (any order, including new children)
(8)
Let C = f P 0 = Of foreach P 0 on the path from root to P
(9)
if (∃ f : P = Of ) ∧ C ∈ model then Set model(C) as the child of P
(10)
return root

Algorithm 3: Recursion Aware Discovery - single run
Input: A hierarchical event log L, and a context path C
Output: A hierarchical process tree P such that L fits P
Description: One single run/iteration in the RAD extended framework.
RADrun(L, C)
(1)
if ∀ t ∈ L : t = ε
(2)
return τ // the log is empty or only contains empty traces
(3)
else if ∃ f ∈ A : ∀ t ∈ L : t = h f i
(4)
return f // the log only has a single low-level activity
(5)
else if ∃ f ∈ C : ∀ x ∈ t ∈ L : x[1] = f
(6)
// recursion on f is detected
(7)
C0 = C1 · h f i where (C1 · h f i · C2 ) = C
0
(8)
L(C0 ) = L(C0 ) ∪ L∗
// L∗
1
1 is added to the sublog for C
(9)
return Mf
(10)
else if ∃ f ∈ A : (∀ x ∈ t ∈ L : x[1] = f ) ∧ (∃ x ∈ t ∈ L : |x| > 1)
(11)
// discovered a named subtree f , note that f ∈
/ C since line 5 was false
0
(12)
L(C · h f i) = L∗
// L∗
1
1 is associated with C = C · h x i
(13)
return Of
(14)
else
(15)
// normal framework cases, based on the tree semantics (Def. III.2)
(16)
Split L into into sublogs L1 , . . . , Ln , such that:
(17)
∃ ⊗ ∈ { →, ×, , ∧ } : L ⊆ ⊗l (L1 , . . . , Ln ) // see [35]
(18)
return ⊗(RADrun(L1 , C), . . . , RADrun(Ln , C))

Below are some more example logs, the models discovered,
and the sublogs associated with the involved context paths.
Note that with this approach, complex recursions are also
discovered.
RAD([ h f.a, f.g.f.b i ]) = Of (×(b, →(a, Og (Mf ))))
where L(h f i) = [ h b i , h a, g.f.b i ]
L(h f, g i) = [ h f.b i ]
RAD([ h f.g.g.a i , h f.g.f.g.a i ]) = Of (Og (×(a, Mf , Mg )))
where L(h f i) = [ h g.g.a i , h g.f.g.a i , h g.a i ]
L(h f, g i) = [ h g.a i , h f.g.a i , h a i ]
RAD([ h f.f i ]) = Of (×(Mf , τ ))
where L(h f i) = [ h f i , ε ]

D. Termination, Perfect Fitness, Language Rediscoverability,
and Runtime Complexity
Our Naı̈ve Discovery and Recursion Aware Discovery adaptations of the framework described [35] maintains the termination guarantee, perfect fitness guarantee, language rediscoverability guarantee, and the polynomial runtime complexity.
We will discuss each of these properties using the simplified
theorems and proofs from [36].
1) Termination Guarantee: The termination guarantee is
based on the proof for [36, Theorem 2, Page 7]. The basis for
the termination proof relies on the fact that the algorithm only
performs finitely many recursions. For the standard process
tree operators in the original framework, it is shown that the
log split operator only yields finitely many sublogs. Hence, for
our adaptations, we only have to show that the new hierarchy
and recursion cases only yield finitely many recursions.
Theorem V.1: Naı̈ve Discovery terminates.
Proof: Consider the named subtree case on Algorithm 1,
line 7. Observe that the log L has a finite depth, i.e., a finite
number of levels in the hierarchy. Note that the sequence
projection L∗1 yields strictly smaller event logs, i.e, the
number of levels in the hierarchy strictly decreases. We can
conclude that the named subtree case for the Naı̈ve Discovery
yields only finitely many recursions. Hence, the Naı̈ve Discovery adaptation maintains the termination guarantee of [36,
Theorem 2, Page 7].
Theorem V.2: Recursion Aware Discovery terminates.
Proof: Consider the named subtree and recursion cases in
Algorithm 3 on lines 8 and 12. Note that, by construction, for
all the cases where we end up in Algorithm 3, line 8, we know
that L is derived from, and bounded by, L(C0 ) as follows:
L ⊆ { L0 ∗i | L0 ⊆ L(C0 ) ∧ 0 ≤ i ≤ kL(C0 )k }. Observe that
the log L has a finite depth, i.e., a finite number of levels in the
hierarchy. Note that the sequence projection L∗1 yields strictly
smaller event logs, i.e, the number of levels in the hierarchy
strictly decreases. Hence, we can conclude that L(C0 ) only
changes finitely often. Since C is derived from the log depth,
we also have a finitely many sublogs L(C0 ) that are being
used. Hence, the loop on Algorithm 2, line 5 terminates, and
thus the Recursion Aware Discovery adaptation maintains the
termination guarantee of [36, Theorem 2, Page 7].
2) Perfect Fitness: As stated in the introduction, we want
the discovered model to fit the actual behavior. That is, we
want the discovered model to at least contain all the behavior
in the event log. The perfect fitness guarantee states that all
the log behavior is in the discovered model, and we proof
this using the proof for [36, Theorem 3, Page 7]. The fitness
proof is based on induction on the log size1 . As induction
hypothesis, we assume that for all sublogs, the discovery
framework returns a fitting model, and then prove that the
step maintains this property. That is, for all sublogs L0 we
have a corresponding submodel P 0 such that L0 ⊆ L(P 0 ). For
1 Formally, the original induction is on the log size plus a counter parameter.
However, for our proofs, we can ignore this counting parameter.

our adaptations, it suffices to show that the named subtree and
recursion operators do not violate this assumption.
Theorem V.3: Naı̈ve Discovery returns a process model that
fits the log.
Proof: By simple code inspection on Algorithm 1, line 7
and using the induction hypothesis on L∗1 , we can see that
for the named subtree operator we return a process model that
fits the log L. Since this line is the only adaptation, the Naı̈ve
Discovery adaptation maintains the perfect fitness guarantee
of [36, Theorem 3, Page 7].
Theorem V.4: Recursion Aware Discovery returns a process
model that fits the log.
Proof: Consider the named subtree case on Algorithm 3,
line 12. Using the induction hypothesis on L(C · h f i) = L∗1 ,
we know that model(C · h f i) will fit L(C · h f i). By
Algorithm 2, line 9, we know that model (C · h f i) will be
the child of Of . Hence, for the named subtree operator we
return a process model that fits the log L.
Consider the recursion case on Algorithm 3, line 8. Since
f ∈ C, we know there must exist a named subtree Of corresponding to the recursive operator Mf . Due to Algorithm 2,
line 5 and the induction hypthesis, we know that at the end
model (C0 ) fits L(C0 ) (i.e., L(C0 ) ⊆ L(model (C0 ))). Since,
by construction, we know L∗1 ⊆ L(C0 ), model (C0 ) also fits
L∗1 . By Algorithm 2, line 9, we know that Mf will be in the
subtree of Of . Hence, for the recursion operator we return a
process model that fits the log L.
We conclude that the Recursion Aware Discovery adaptation
maintains the perfect fitness guarantee of [36, Theorem 3,
Page 7].
3) Language Rediscoverability: The language rediscoverability property tells whether and under which conditions a
discovery algorithm can discover a model that is languageequivalent to the original process. That is, given a ‘system
model’ P and an event log L that is complete w.r.t. P (for
some notion of completeness), then we rediscover a model P 0
such that L(P 0 ) = L(P ).
We will show language rediscoverability in several steps.
First, we will define the notion of language complete logs.
Then, we define the class of models that can be languagerediscovered. And finally, we will detail the language rediscoverability proofs.
a) Language Completeness: Language rediscoverability
holds for directly-follows complete logs. We adapt this notion
of directly-folllows completeness from [36] by simply applying the existing definition to hierarchical event logs:
Definition 1 (Directly-follows completeness): Let Start(L)
and End (L) denote the set of start and end symbols amongst
all traces, respectively. A log L is directly-follows complete
to a model P , denoted as L df P , iff:
1) h . . . , x, y, . . . i ∈ L(P ) ⇒ h . . . , x, y, . . . i ∈ L;
2) Start(L(P )) ⊆ Start(L);
3) End (L(P )) ⊆ End (L); and
4) Σ(P ) ⊆ Σ(L).
Note that directly-follows completeness is defined over all
levels of a hierarchical log.

b) Class of Language-Rediscoverable Models: We will
prove language rediscoverability for the following class of
models. Let Σ(P ) denote the set of activities in P . A model P
is in the class of language rediscoverable models iff for all
nodes ⊗(P1 , . . . , Pn ) in P we have:
1) No duplicate activities: ∀ i 6= j : Σ(Pi ) ∩ Σ(Pj ) = ∅;
2) In the case of a loop, the sets of start and end activities
of the first branch must be disjoint:
⊗ = ⇒ Start(L(P1 )) ∩ End (L(P1 )) = ∅
3) No taus are allowed: ∀ i ≤ n : Pi 6= τ ;
4) In the case of a recursion node Mf , there exists a
corresponding named subtree node Of on the path
from P to Mf .
Note that the first three criteria follow directly from the
language rediscoverability class from [36]. The last criteria
is added to have well-defined recursions in our hierarchical
process trees.
c) Language-Rediscoverable Guarantee: The language
rediscoverability guarantee is based on the proof for [36,
Theorem 14, Page 16]. The proof in [36] is based on three
lemmas:
• [36, Lemma 11, Page 15] guarantees that any root process
tree operator is rediscovered;
• [36, Lemma 12, Page 16] guarantees that the base cases
can be rediscovered; and
• [36, Lemma 13, Page 16] guarantees that for all process
tree operators the log is correctly subdivided.
For our adaptations, we have to show:
1) Our recursion base case maintains [36, Lemma 12,
Page 16]; and
2) Our named subtree operator maintains [36, Lemma 11,
Page 15] and [36, Lemma 13, Page 16].
Theorem V.5: Naı̈ve Discovery preserves language rediscoverability.
Proof: We only have to show that the introduction of the
named subtree operator maintains language rediscoverability.
First, we show for the named subtree operator that the root
process tree operator is rediscovered (Lemma 11). Assume a
process tree P = Of (P1 ), for any f ∈ A, and let L be a log
such that L df P . Since we know that L df P , we know that
∀ x ∈ t ∈ L : x[1] = f , and there must be a lower level in the
tree. By simple code inspection on Algorithm 1, line 7, we
can see that the Naı̈ve Discovery will yield Of .
Next, we show for the named subtree operator that the log
is correctly subdivided (Lemma 13). That is, lets assume: 1)
a model P = Of (P1 ) adhering to the model restrictions; and
2) L ⊆ L(P ) ∧ L df P . Then we have to show that any
sublog Li we recurse upon has: Li ⊆ L(Pi ) ∧ Li df Pi .
For the named subtree operator, we have exactly one sublog
we recurse upon: L1 = L∗1 . We can easily prove this using
the sequence projection on the inducation hypothesis: L∗1 ⊆
L(P )∗1 , after substitution: L∗1 ⊆ L(Of (P1 ))∗1 . By definition
of the semantics for Of , we can rewrite this to: L∗1 ⊆ L(P1 ).
The proof construction for Li df Pi is analogous. Hence, for
the named subtree operator that the log is correctly subdivided.

We can conclude that the Naı̈ve Discovery adaptation
preserves language rediscoverability guarantee of [36, Theorem 14, Page 16].
Theorem V.6: Recursion Aware Discovery preserves language rediscoverability.
Proof: The proof for the introduction of the named
subtree operator is analogous to the proof for Theorem V.5,
using the fact that always L∗1 ⊆ L(C0 ) for the corresponding
context path C0 .
We only have to show that the introduction of the recursion
operator maintains language rediscoverability (Lemma 12).
That is, assume: 1) a model P = Mf adhering to the model
restrictions; and 2) L ⊆ L(P ) ∧ L df P . Then we have to
show that we discover the model P 0 such that P 0 = P .
Since we adhere to the model restrictions, due to restriction 4, we know there must be a larger model P 00 such that
the recursion node Mf is a leaf of P 00 and there exists a
corresponding named subtree node Of on the path from P 00
to Mf . Thus, we can conclude that L must be the sublog
associated with a context path C such that f ∈ C. By
code inspection on Algorithm 3, line 5, we see that we only
have to prove that ∀ x ∈ t ∈ L : x[1] = f . This follows
directly from Ldf P . Hence, the recursion operator is correctly
rediscovered.
We can conclude that the Recursion Aware Discovery adaptation preserves language rediscoverability guarantee of [36,
Theorem 14, Page 16].
4) Runtime Complexity: In [36, Run Time Complexity,
Page 17], the authors describe how the basic discovery framework is implemented as a polynomial algorithm. For the
selection and log splitting for the normal process tree operators
(Alg. 1, line 10, and Alg. 3, line 16), existing polynomial algorithms were used. Furthermore, for the original framework,
the number of recursions made is bounded by the number
of activities: O(|Σ(L)|). We will show that this polynomial
runtime complexity is maintained for our adaptations.
In our Naı̈ve Discovery adaptation, the number of recursions
is determined by Algorithm 1, lines 7 and 10. For line 7,
the number of recursions is bounded by the depth of the
hierarchical event log: O(kLk). For line 10, the original
number of activities bound holds: O(|Σ(L)|). Thus, the total
number of recursions for our Naı̈ve Discovery is bounded by
O(kLk + |Σ(L)|). Hence, the Naı̈ve Discovery adaptation has
a polynomial runtime complexity.
In one run of our Recursion Aware Discovery, the number
of recursions is determined by Algorithm 3, line 16. Note
that the recursion and named subtree cases do not recurse
directly due to the delayed discovery principle. For line 16, the
original number of activities bound holds: O(|Σ(L)|). Thus,
we can conclude that Algorithm 3 has a polynomial runtime
complexity.
For the complete Recursion Aware Discovery, the runtime
complexity is determined by Algorithm 2, lines 5 and 9. Each
iteration of the loop at line 5 is polynomial. The number of
iterations is determined by the number of times an L(C) is
changed. Based on Algorithm 3, lines 8 and 12, the number

of times an L(C) is changed is bounded by the depth of
the hierarchical event log: O(kLk). Thus, the total number
of iterations is polynomial and bounded by O(kLk). Each
iteration of the loop at line 9 is polinomial in the named tree
depth, and thus bounded by O(kLk). The number of iterations
is determined by the number of named subtrees, and thus also
bounded by O(kLk). Hence, the Recursion Aware Discovery
adaptation has a polynomial runtime complexity.
VI. U SING AND V ISUALIZING THE D ISCOVERED M ODEL
Discovering a behavioral backbone model is only step one.
Equally important is how one is going to use the model, both
for analysis and for further model driven engineering. In this
section, we touch upon some of the solutions we implemented,
and demo in Subsection VII-C and Figure 6.
A. Rewriting, Filtering and the 80/20 Model
To help the user understand the logged behavior, we provide
several ways of filtering the model, reducing the visible
complexity, and adjusting the model quality.
Based on frequency information, we allow the user to
inspect an 80/20 model. An 80/20 model describes the mainstream (80%) behavior using a simple (20%) model [35].
We allow the user to interactively select the cutoff (80% by
default) using sliders directly next to the model visualization,
thus enabling the “real-time exploration” of behavior. Unusual
behavior can be projected and highlighted onto the 80%
model using existing conformance and deviation detection
techniques [2]. This way, it is immediately clear where the
unusual behavior is present in the model, and how it is
different from the mainstream behavior.
Based on hierarchical information, we allow both coarse
and fine grained filtering. Using sliders, the user can quickly
select a minimum and maximum hierarchical depth to inspect,
and hide other parts of the model. The idea of depth filtering
is illustrated in Figure 4. Afterwards, users can interactively
fold and unfold parts of the hierarchy. By searching, users
can quickly locate areas of interest. Using term-based tree
rewriting (see Table VI), we present the user with a simplified
model that preserves behavior.
TABLE VI
R EDUCTION RULES FOR ( HIERARCHICAL ) PROCESS TREES
⊗(P1 )
⊗(. . .1 , ⊗(. . .2 ), . . .3 )
⊗(. . .1 , τ, . . .2 )
×(. . .1 , τ, . . .2 )

= P1
= ⊗(. . .1 , . . .2 , . . .3 )
= ⊗(. . .1 , . . .2 )
= ×(. . .1 , . . .2 )

for ⊗ ∈ { →, ×, ∧ }
for ⊗ ∈ { →, ∧ }
for ⊗ ∈ { →, ∧ }
if ε ∈ L(. . .1 ∪ . . .2 )

B. Linking the Model to Event Data and the Source Code
For further analysis, like performance (timing), frequency
(usage) and conformance, we annotate the discovered model
with additional information. By annotating this information
onto (parts of) the model, we can visualize it in the context of
the behavior. This annotation is based on the event log data
provided as input and is partly provided by existing algorithms
in the Process Mining Toolkit ProM. Most notably, we 1) align
the discovered model with the event log, as described in [2],
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Fig. 4. Illustration of depth filtering, where we hide everything above x and
below y. The dashed arrows relate the altered nodes.
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Fig. 5. A hierarchical process tree, and its mapping to different formalisms.

and 2) link model elements back to the referenced source code
lines in Eclipse that generated the logged events.
C. Mapping and Visualizing
For visualization and integration with existing techniques,
we implemented mappings to other formalisms. As noted
in [35], process trees represent a “block-structured” language.
Hence, we can simply map each operator to a block-structured
concept in the target formalism, and preserve behavior by
construction. We support mappings to formalisms such as
Statecharts, (Data) Petri nets, Sequence diagrams, and BPMN
diagrams. Some example mappings are given in Figure 5.
VII. E VALUATION
In this section, we compare our technique against related,
implemented techniques. The proposed algorithms are implemented in the Statechart plugin for the process mining
framework ProM [30]. In the remainder of this section, we

will refer to Algorithm 1 as Naı̈ve, and to Algorithm 2 as RAD
(short for Recursion Aware Discovery). We end the evaluation
by showing example results in our tool.
A. Input and Methodology for Comparative Evaluation
In the comparative evaluation, we focus on the quantitative
aspects of the design criteria from the introduction. That is,
the approach and tools should provide a behavioral backbone
model that is precise and fits the actual system. We measure
two aspects for a number of techniques and input event logs:
1) the running time of the technique, and 2) the model quality.
For the running time, we measured the average running
time and associated 95% confidence interval over 30 microbenchmark executions, after 10 warmup rounds for the Java
JVM. Each technique is allowed at most 30 seconds for
completing a single model discovery. For the model quality,
we use fitness and precision as described in [2], and set a
time limit of at most 5 minutes. In short, fitness expresses
the part of the log that is represented by the model; precision
expresses the behavior in the model that is present in the log.
For these experiments we used a laptop with an i7-4700MQ
CPU @ 2.40 GHz, Windows 8.1 and Java SE 1.7.0 67 (64 bit)
with 12 GB of allocated RAM.
We selected five event logs as experiment input, covering
a range of input problem sizes. The input problem size is
typically measured in terms of four metrics: number of traces,
number of events, number of activities (size of the alphabet),
and average trace length. The event logs and their sizes are
shown in Table VII. The BPIC 2012 [51] and BPIC 2013 [43]
event logs are so called BPI Challenge logs. These large
real-life event logs with complex behavior are often used
in process mining evaluations. The challenge logs are made
available yearly in conjunction with the BPM conference and
are considered sufficiently large and complex inputs to stress
test process mining techniques. The JUnit 4.12 [31], Apache
Commons Crypto 1.0.0 [32], and NASA CEV [33] event logs
are created using an extended version of the instrumentation tool developed for [34], yielding XES event logs with
method-call level events. The JUnit 4.12 software [18] was
executed once, using the example input found at [9]. For the
Apache Commons Crypto 1.0.0 software [5], we executed the
CbcNoPaddingCipherStreamTest unit test. For the NASA CEV
software [37], we executed a unit test generated from the
source code, covering all of the code branches.
TABLE VII
T HE EVENT LOGS USED IN THE EVALUATION , WITH INPUT SIZES
# Traces
# Events # Acts Avg. |Trace|
Event Log
[51]
[43]
[31]
[32]
[33]

BPIC 2012
BPIC 2013
JUnit 4.12
Crypto 1.0.0
NASA CEV

13, 087
7, 554
1
3
2, 566

262, 200
65, 533
946
241, 973
73, 638

24
13
182
74
47

20.04
8.70
946.00
80, 657.67
28.70

We compare our discovery algorithms against a selection
of the techniques mentioned in Section II. Unfortunately, we
could not compare against some of the related work due to invalid input assumptions or the lack of a reference implementa-

n/a
n/a

2058.6
2395.0

891.1
1028.6
2

3

1

2

3

10

10

10

10

10

10
2
10

n/a

3

n/a

n/a

959.5
1047.1
355.9
341.5
439.0
373.8
1275.9
1452.3
4

n/a

n/a

26804.7
−T
1544.6
1545.6
2186.4
2082.8
−M
−M
2

n/a

278.3
298.5
15.1
12.6
16.4
14.6
23.3
23.7

10

1117.8
603.4

0

3588.1
2865.6

10

37.8
359.6
4148.2
−T
−T
13426.0
22213.4
−T
−T
−T
−T
−T
911.3
912.6

10

183.1
−T
−T
−T
−T
−T
−T
−T
−T
−T
−T
−T
10866.1
5213.9

4

1.0
0.8
1.0
0.8
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.8

9.2
1349.7
166.8
−T
−T
243.9
582.0
751.8
108.9
371.6
512.3
−T
215.7
268.5

10

Naı̈ve (no heuristic)
Naı̈ve (no heuristic)
Naı̈ve (Nested Calls)
Naı̈ve (Nested Calls)
RAD (Nested Calls)
RAD (Nested Calls)
Naı̈ve (Struct. Names)
RAD (Struct. Names)

73.5
278.0
827.4
6023.8
4354.7
−T
−T
−T
−T
−T
−T
−T
1351.2
947.4

3

1.0
0.8

150.1
840.2
2858.5
−T
7234.3
−T
−T
−T
−T
−T
−T
−T
3239.9
5111.6

10

Alpha miner
Heuristics
Fuzzy miner
ILP miner
ILP with filtering
MINT, redblue, k=1
MINT, redblue, k=2
MINT, redblue, k=3
MINT, ktails, k=1
MINT, ktails, k=2
MINT, ktails, k=3
Synoptic
IM (baseline)
IM (baseline)

10
2

Our techniques

[49]
[56]
[21]
[50]
[52]
[55]
[55]
[55]
[55]
[55]
[55]
[7]
[35]
[35]

10
4

TABLE VIII
RUNNING TIME FOR THE DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS , HIERARCHY HEURISTICS , PATHS FREQUENCY FILTER SETTINGS , AND EVENT LOGS .
Algorithm (Heuristic) Paths
BPIC 2012
BPIC 2013
JUnit 4.12
Crypto 1.0.0
NASA CEV

Avg. runtime (in milliseconds, with log scale plot), over 30 runs, with 95% confidence interval
M

Out of memory exception (12 GB)

T

n/a

Time limit exceeded (30 sec.)

tion. The Inductive miner (IM) [35] is our baseline comparison
algorithm, since our approach builds upon the IM framework.
For the Inductive miner and our derived techniques, we also
consider the paths setting. This is the frequency cutoff for
discovering an 80/20 model (see Subsection VI-A): 1.0 means
all behavior, 0.8 means 80% of the behavior. The work
of [49], [56], [52], [50] provides a comparison with standard
process mining techniques. The Fuzzy miner [21] provides
a comparison for hierarchy discovery. However, it yields
models without semantics, and hence the quality cannot be
determined. The MINT algorithm (EFSM inference) [55], [54]
provides a comparison with the well-known redblue and ktails
dynamic analysis techniques. The Synoptic algorithm [7], [6]
is an invariant based FSM inferrer.
For our techniques, we also consider the following heuristics for hierarchy: 1) No heuristic (use log as is), 2) Nested
Calls, and 3) Structured package.class.method Names (Struct.
Names). Note that the Nested Calls heuristic is only applicable
for software event logs, and not for the BPIC logs.

Heuristic not applicable

When we take a closer look at the actual running times,
we observe the advantages of the heuristics for hierarchy
and accompanied discovery algorithms. In all cases, using the
right heuristic before discovery improves the running time. In
extreme cases, like the Apache Crypto log, it even makes the
difference between getting a result and having no result at all.
Note that, with a poorly chosen heuristic, we might not get
any improvements, e.g., note the absence of models for the
Apache Crypto plus Structured Names heuristics.
The speedup factor for our technique depends on an implicit input problem size metric: the depth of the discovered
hierarchy. In Table IX, the discovered depths are given for
comparison. For example, the dramatic decrease in running
time for the JUnit log can be explained by the large depth in
hierarchy: 25 levels in this case. This implies that the event log
is decomposed into many smaller sublogs, as per Alg. 1, line 7,
and Alg. 3, lines 8 and 12. Hence, the imposed hierarchy
indirectly yields a good decomposition of the problem, aiding
the divide and conquer tactics of the underlying algorithms.

B. Comparative Evaluation Results and Discussion
1) Runtime Analysis: In Table VIII, the results for the runtime benchmark are given. As noted before, the Nested Calls
setup is not applicable for the BPIC logs. We immediately
observe that the ILP, MINT, and Synoptic algorithms could
not finish in time on most logs. MINT and Synoptic have
difficulty handling a large number of traces. We also notice
that most setups require a long processing time and a lot of
memory for the Apache Crypto log. Large trace lengths, such
as in the Crypto log, are problematic for all approaches. Our
techniques overcome this problem by using the hierarchy to
divide large traces into multiple smaller traces (see below).

TABLE IX
D EPTH OF THE DISCOVERED HIERARCHY, FOR THE DIFFERENT EVENT
LOGS , HIERARCHY HEURISTICS , AND ALGORITHMS
Nested Calls
Struct. Names
Event Log
[51]
[43]
[31]
[32]
[33]

BPIC 2012
BPIC 2013
JUnit 4.12
Apache Crypto 1.0.0
NASA CEV

Naı̈ve

RAD

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

25
8
3

18
8
3
n/a

Naı̈ve

RAD

2
2
9

2
2
9

n/a

n/a

3

3

No model (see Table VIII)

TABLE X
M ODEL QUALITY SCORES FOR THE DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS , HIERARCHY HEURISTICS , PATHS FREQUENCY FILTER SETTINGS , AND EVENT LOGS .
S CORES RANGE FROM 0.0 TO 1.0, HIGHER IS BETTER . N O SCORES ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE F UZZY MODEL AND S TRUCTURED NAMES HIERARCHY.
BPIC 2012
BPIC 2013
JUnit 4.12
Crypto 1.0.0
NASA CEV
Algorithm (Heuristic) Paths

Fitness

Precision

−U

−U

0.72

0.95

Fitness

Precision

n/a

n/a

0.74

0.28

0.36
−U
1.00
0.95

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

1.0
0.8

1.00
0.98

0.37
0.49

Naı̈ve (no heuristic)
1.0
Naı̈ve (no heuristic)
0.8
Naı̈ve (Nested Calls) 1.0
Naı̈ve (Nested Calls) 0.8
RAD (Nested Calls)
1.0
RAD (Nested Calls)
0.8
T Time limit exceeded (5 min.)

1.00
0.98

Alpha miner
Heuristics
ILP miner
ILP, filtering
MINT, redblue, k=1
MINT, redblue, k=2
MINT, redblue, k=3
MINT, ktails, k=1
MINT, ktails, k=2
MINT, ktails, k=3
Synoptic
IM (baseline)
IM (baseline)

Our techniques

[49]
[56]
[50]
[52]
[55]
[55]
[55]
[55]
[55]
[55]
[7]
[35]
[35]

0.88
−U
0.36
0.45

Precision

−U

−U

−U

Fitness

−U

Precision

−U

Fitness

Precision

n/a

n/a

0.91
−U

0.06
−U
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

0.00
0.48
0.13
0.00
0.43
0.12

−R
0.17
0.06
−R
0.16
0.06

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

0.79
0.81

0.44
0.45

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

1.00
0.95

0.62
0.64

1.00
0.90

0.34
0.30

1.00
0.88

0.35
0.41

1.00
0.91

0.55
0.53

0.37
0.49

1.00
0.95

0.62
0.64

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

1.00
0.34
0.90
0.30
1.00
0.84
0.90
0.87
1.00
0.83
0.89
0.84
U Unsound model

1.00
0.88
1.00
0.99
1.00
0.99

1.00
0.91
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
(see Table

0.55
0.53
0.80
0.81
0.80
0.81
VIII)

R

Not reliable (fitness = 0)

2) Model Quality Analysis: In Table X, the results of the
model quality measurements are given. The Fuzzy miner is
absent due to the lack of semantics for fuzzy models. For the
Structured Names heuristic, there was no trivial event mapping
for the quality score measurement.
Compare the quality scores between the Nested Calls setup
with No heuristics and the related work. Note that in all cases,
the Nested Calls setup yields a big improvement in precision,
with no significant impact on fitness. The drop in quality for
the JUnit - RAD case is due to the limitations in translation of
the recursive structure to the input format of [2]. In addition,
our technique without heuristics, with paths at 1.0, maintains
the model quality guarantees (perfect fitness). Overall, we
can conclude that the added expressiveness of modeling the
hierarchy have a positive impact on the model quality.

Fig. 6.

Fitness

−U

Screenshot of the workbench tool implementation [30]

0.35
0.41
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
n/a No model

C. Using the Tool
In Figure 6, we show some of the functionality and solutions
available via the workbench tool implementation in ProM [30].
Via the user interface, the analyst first selects the desired
heuristic for hierarchy. Afterwards, the analysis is presented
through a Statechart visualization of the discovered model,
annotated with frequency information. With the sliders on the
right and the tree view and search box on the left, the analyst
can adjust parameters in real time and interactively explore
the model. The analyst can switch visualizations directly in
the workbench UI, and view the model as, for example, a
sequence diagram. Thanks to a corresponding Eclipse plugin,
the model and analysis results can be linked back to the source
code. A simple double-click on the model allows for a jump
to the corresponding source code location. In addition, we can
overlay the code in Eclipse with our model analysis results.
VIII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we 1) proposed a novel hierarchy and recursion extension to the process tree model; and 2) defined
the first, recursion aware process model discovery technique
that leverages hierarchical information in event logs, typically
available for software system cases. This technique allows
us to analyze the operational processes of software systems
under real-life conditions at multiple levels of granularity. An
implementation of the proposed algorithm is made available
via the Statechart plugin in the process mining framework
ProM [30]. The Statechart workbench provides an intuitive
way to discover, explore and analyze hierarchical behavior,
integrates with existing ProM plugins and links back to the
source code in Eclipse. Our experimental results, based on
real-life (software) event logs, demonstrate the feasibility and
usefulness of the approach and show the huge potential to
speed up discovery by exploiting the available hierarchy.

Future work aims to uncover exceptional and error control flows (i.e., try-catch and cancellation patterns), provide
reliability analysis, and better support multi-threaded and
distributed software. In addition, enabling the proposed techniques in a streaming context could provide valuable real-time
insight into software in its natural environment. Furthermore,
since (software) event logs can be very large, using a streaming
context means we do not have to use a large amount of storage.
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